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ABSTRACT
Online Social Networks (OSNs) are popular communication
channels that reach a diverse strate of society. At the same
time, their architecture is based on centralization of large
amounts of user information, which poses several privacy
risks, due to breaches, leakages and increasing normalization
of surveillance programs. Despite recent breaches into their
systems, OSNs providers are reluctant to offer E2EE services
to their users hiding behind claims such as complexity of
use and implementation challenges. We argue that these
claims are not justified. We consider three different possible
roles OSN providers can play in providing E2EE for large
numbers of users using their platforms. We sketch different
advantages and challenges posed by each of the models and
consider associated threats. We conclude with a discussion
on whether we would want OSNs to play this role and some
open questions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Online Social Networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Google+,

and Twitter have become prominent communication chan-
nels for millions of users. Most OSNs provide their user
base efficient and reliable channels to easily distribute and
share information. Given their prominent role and their de-
sign, OSN providers end up centralizing the collection and
processing of large amounts of data, insufficiently protected
with coarse-grained privacy settings. This prompts several
relevant privacy issues enumerated by many studies [1] in-
cluding unwanted disclosure or use of “private messaging”
features of OSNs [14, 21]. Reports of mass breaches of large
data sets of personal information are increasingly common,
as evident in recent accounts of the NSA surveillance pro-
grams like Prism [23] and the recent iCloud Breach [17].

All these worrisome issues motivate the need to (at least)
implement existing cryptographic techniques to protect user’s
privacy in OSNs, such as end-to-end encryption (E2EE). By
allowing users to encrypt private messages and select posts,
OSNs can step up to their responsibility to protect user data.
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E2EE on OSNs would ensure that, especially for those posts
that users want to keep confidential from a greater pub-
lic, OSNs practices do not lead to unintended disclosures
and privacy breaches. It would also allow users to have a
more granular choice in using OSNs, as they would be able
to select which posts they do not want to disclose to the
OSN itself.

However, most OSNs have been reluctant to even protect
communication on the wire, e.g., by turning on TLS. More-
over, they have actively argued against integrating E2EE
claiming it is too complex to implement and cumbersome to
use [20].

These claims against E2EE seem at best to be strategic.
For example, in the same breath, Facebook representatives
argued that they want to remain accessible to governments
through the “front door” [20]. The resources committed to
and the speed at which security features get implemented
also suggest that these features are not a priority. Further,
we are not convinced that the complexity of implementing
E2EE is a viable excuse for OSNs not to implement E2EE,
neither do we think it is that complex. Rather, given the
series of news about the inability of various service providers
to secure their databases, it should be part of their respon-
sibility to also support users in taking additional measures
to protect their information. In addition, while not all users
may have the necessary skills, interest or time to use E2EE,
this is not an argument against providing E2EE to those
users who do. In fact, encryption savvy users may have a
positive role in popularizing the feature, a practice typically
used to go viral with new features on OSNs. In fact, OSNs
are in a prime position to seize the momentum for E2EE and
join efforts to make E2EE more accessible to the masses.

In this light, we explore three models through which OSN
providers could proactively enable the integration of E2EE
into their services. For each model, we sketch the respon-
sibilities and challenges for an OSN like Facebook to im-
plement E2EE. In addition, we sketch a preliminary threat
analysis, asking ourselves how the advantage of an OSN of-
fering E2EE may transform the threat model of E2EE as
envisaged for asynchronous federated systems like email. Fi-
nally, we conclude with a discussion on whether, given these
threat models, it would be desirable to have a centralized
OSN like Facebook implementing E2EE.

We believe a discussion on implementing E2EE is impor-
tant and yet limited. While end-to-end encryption à la PGP
is desirable, there are many known problems with it, e.g.,
establishing a web of trust. Further, PGP based models
only offer authentication and encryption of communications,



while many other properties such as perfect forward secrecy,
deniability and concealment of communication partners are
valuable too. We are also well aware that the source of the
problem is the centralization of these services that function
as walled gardens, monopolize said services and attract mali-
cious parties. Encrypting data is one of a slew of mechanisms
like decentralization, free access to source code, interoper-
ability with other web standards, democratic governance, a
commitment to user privacy and autonomy, community pro-
tection that have been proposed to address the multiplicity
of problems associated with such centralized services. Yet,
as we develop OSNs based on those mechanisms, we be-
lieve it is necessary to demand from centralized OSNs to be
more responsible hosts of the data they hold in their large
databases. Part of this can be accomplished through pro-
viding users the opportunity to negotiate their trust in these
OSNs or distribute their trust through end-to-end encryp-
tion.

2. END-TO-END ENCRYPTION ON OSNS
End-to-end encryption (E2EE) is a (tele)communication

paradigm that requires uninterrupted encryption between
two parties, such that the encrypted data sent by the origi-
nator is only accessible by intended recipients.

Currently, OSNs implement HTTPS to protect the com-
munication from client (user) to the server (OSN). However,
with the OSN in the middle, any exchange between two com-
munication partners Alice and Bob is available in clear text
to the OSN. Hence, while HTTPS is useful against third
parties eavesdropping on the communication between a user
and the OSN, it does not protect against the OSN and at-
tacks on the OSN.

Implementing E2EE on OSNs should ensure that only in-
tended recipients are able to decrypt the messages. A suc-
cessful implementation of E2EE provides confidentiality, au-
thenticity and protection against man-in-the-middle attacks.

Since OSNs hold a strong identity base and demand users
to log in to use their services, we do not consider anonymity,
(plausible) deniability and forgeability as feasible or desirable
properties in centralized OSN. Note that pseudonimity goes
against Facebook’s real name policy [24] but is technically
possible. Yet, persistent use of the pseudonymous identities,
together with the application of graph analysis techniques, is
likely to lead to re-identification [?], especially in the absence
of strategies like obfuscation.

Currently Facebook stores private messages indefinitely
—not even users are allowed to delete them— so the whole
history of previous messages is available. Ideally, the users
should have the choice to decide on the availability of their
private messages on an OSN.

For security reasons, an E2EE protocol would provide per-
fect forward secrecy. The question is what would be a rea-
sonable design to allow users to use perfect forward secrecy,
and yet be able to negotiate (expectations of) longer term
availability of some messages. Would users be able to adapt
to default non-availability with the option of selecting for
availability, e.g., as in applications like SnapChat? For the
sake of simplicity, we do not consider perfect forward secrecy
here, but leave it as an open discussion point.

Lastly, as any E2EE implementation ultimately depends
on the OSN to ensure the availability of the encrypted mes-
sages, the OSN can, at any given moment launch a denial-
of-service attack. We hope that most OSNs have business

incentives that strongly weigh against performing such at-
tacks. Nevertheless, by virtue of being a centralized service,
OSNs may be vulnerable to such attacks devised by other
adversaries, e.g., by governments. Depending on the type
of attack, different mitigation strategies may be considered,
e.g., censorship circumvention, mirroring, which are impor-
tant beyond the scope of this paper.

3. MODELS FOR E2EE ON OSNS
We propose and analyze three different models of how

E2EE can be implemented on an OSN. Various models of
secure messaging exist [22] and were presented at the first
EFF CUP [9]. Our intention at the W3C workshop focuses
on necessary means to integrate E2EE into or around a cen-
tralized OSN.

The models are focused on matters of user trust towards
the provider that enables the encryption services, be it a
centralized OSN or a third party encryption service provider.
We examine the role of these parties, the technical challenges
we foresee in implementing E2EE, and provide a preliminary
sketch of the resulting threat model.

3.1 OSN as PKI
Description. The OSN is a trusted central authority, pro-
viding users with their public-private key pair or the means
to generate them,1 e.g., a client-side tool. The public key is
linked to the user profile, certified and stored by the OSN,
whereas the private key is managed and stored by the user.
The OSN provides E2EE either integrated on the site or us-
ing client side scripting. This minimizes the complexity of
key management and its impact on user’s experience.

Challenges and Responsibilities Users may lose their private
keys or access the OSN from different devices. In order to
cater to the needs of users in such instances, the OSN may
want to provide key recovery, backup and synchronization
mechanisms, e.g., providing a public-private key pair per
device, similarly to iMessage [16]. The OSN may also im-
plement an Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) system using
the users IDs as public keys, thus becoming a private key
generator [7].

Possible Threats. Despite the convenience of this model
with respect to key management, the OSN remains the main
trusted party. As IBE private key generator, the OSN is able
to decrypt all private messages. If the OSN secures the keys
well, this could protect user data against third parties and
attackers, yet the keys become more attractive to attackers.
If the OSN only provides a key generation tool on the client
side, it may introduce backdoors. In both versions of this
model, the OSN may be compelled by law to retrieve the
private key. In addition, as certifier of public keys, the OSN
can certify its own keys and use them to impersonate a user,
launching an effective and hard-to-detect man-in-the-middle
attack.

3.2 OSN as Federated ID-Based PKG
Description. The OSN is part of a federated system formed
by multiple, independent, entities. Using multiple trusted
authorities IBE [10], each entity provides, upon user request

1Note that two different key pairs are needed: one for en-
cryption and one for signing. For the sake of simplicity, we
mainly refer in this paper to the encryption key pair.



and based on a public key chosen by the user (e.g., her OSN
ID), a share of an ID-based secret key. The private key
is constructed with the combination of t out of n shares,
which the user can do client-side. The ultimate goal is that
none (or a partial coalition) of the providers alone is able to
retrieve the key [6].

This model relies on the convenient key management en-
abled by IBE while preventing the OSN from, on the one
hand, being able to retrieve the private key and, on the other
hand, impersonating users as easily (as public keys can be
certified by different authorities and are “human-readable”).

Challenges and Responsibilities. User-friendly solutions should
not require or hold users responsible for the manual selection
of the entities to be entrusted with the shares of the secret
key. Methods need to be developed to support the user in
this process. Also, the legitimate user should be required
to authenticate with each of these entities so that only she
is able to collect the shares of her secret key. A possible
solution to both challenges is to provide, within the end-to-
end encryption tool, a series of connect buttons to several
popular service providers that the user may have an account
with. Then, users connect with each of these providers to
obtain a share of their secret key. A key requirement is that
these providers should operate under different jurisdictions
to avoid coercion from a government to reveal their shares,
e.g., Twitter (US), Spotify (Sweden/UK), Shazam (UK) or
SoundCloud (Germany), Privalia (Spain). In contrast to
classic public key infrastructure, if a public key in IBE is re-
voked, the user would no longer be able to use that identifier
for encryption, e.g., the Facebook ID. To support revocation
an expiration date can be concatenated to the identifier [7].

Possible Threats. Although trust on the OSN is minimized
by relying on other authorities, this model works under the
assumption that t authorities will not collude. A security
analysis of this model should consider key factors such as
the number n of different entities which hold shares of the
private key, the incentives of these entities to collude and
the existence of an entity that may coerce these entities to
disclose their shares, e.g., a government or supranational
entity. An analysis of the security provided by a trans-
jurisdictional distribution of key shares would ideally inform
the trust model of the share distribution.

3.3 OSN as Supporter
Description. The OSN supports third-party initiatives. Al-
though this represents Facebook’s current and official po-
sition [20], it is unclear what specifically Facebook does to
support E2EE provided by third-parties.

Third party tools that provide E2EE encryption for OSNs
are typically browser plug-ins conceived or developed by re-
searchers and other independent developers [5, 13, 15, 18].
Such plug-ins must be developed and maintained for differ-
ent browsers, ideally both for desktop and mobile. Develop-
ers of these tools typically rely on limited time and resources
to ensure a constant and smooth maintenance of these tools,
and keeping up with constant browser and OSN updates is
hard. Therefore, the OSN must push changes on the site
with care, transparently, trying to minimize as much as pos-
sible the impact on the operation of these plug-ins.

A key element in the deployment of third-party plug-ins is
the parsing of the OSN site. These plugins need to capture
each HTML page before it is displayed to the user so that

the encrypted content can be decrypted and replaced by its
corresponding cleartext. The OSN can greatly facilitate this
task by providing parsing functionalities through an API.
An API provides a stable, black-box way of parsing the site,
that developers can rely on independently from changes on
the HTML.

The OSN can also help advertise and boost the visibility
of these plug-ins. Similarly to previous Facebook trials of
new services [26], the OSN can recruit a subset of users for
early testing.

Challenges and Responsibilities. The weaker involvement
of the OSN presents additional challenges, amongst which
PGP-like key management is specially sensitive. Third party
tools need to provide a mechanism to allow users to verify
the authenticity of public keys. Expecting non-tech-savvy
users to import public keys from a key server and perform
offline fingerprint verification is illogical and unrealistic [25].
PGP’s web of trust is also an inadequate mechanism when it
comes to the general Internet user [27], as well as plainly in-
secure [25]. Thus, the tool should deal with key verification,
loss and revocation effectively. Verification can be performed
in a similar fashion as Google’s recent proposal for E2EE for
their email, i.e., using PGP along with the concept of Cer-
tificate Transparency for key verification [?]. With the same
aim, others proposed the use of DNSChain [?].

User adoption represents another challenge. Whereas the
OSN can seamlessly integrate the tool in the site and even
turn it on by default, third-party plug-ins must be found
and installed by the users. Users may not be aware of the
existence of these plugins or realise that end-to-end encryp-
tion tools provide better protection than what is currently
offered by Facebook [4]. Also, a user depends on her friends
to install the tool, too, which may not be trivial. Third
party tools thus ultimately depend on users being able to
find them, understand what these tools provide and, social-
ize their use.

If different third parties offer different E2EE tools, inter-
operability is also an issue. This could be tackled by agreeing
on an open standard that all developers can base their tools
on. Otherwise, the landscape of tools available may be so
fragmented that users require several tools to communicate
with their OSN friends [3].

Possible Threats. The involvement of the OSN ranges from
doing nothing whatsoever to supporting the third party tools
by implementing certain changes on their site, e.g., an API
for page parsing. Even if its involvement is minimal, the
OSN still has the potential to hamper the adoption of E2EE
in several ways. It can compromise both the integrity and
the availability of the encrypted messages in the network,
simply by modifying or removing cyphertext from their servers.
Also, if the OSN serves as trusted public key directory, they
can attempt to impersonate users with a man-in-the-middle
attack. If fingerprints are not checked out of band, this at-
tack cannot be detected. A separate threat model similar
to that of PGP with email would apply to the third party
providers.

4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The role that an OSN may play on the implementation

of E2EE ranges from trusted third party (when it provides
E2EE and acts as PKI) to directory and storage service
(when it merely supports third party tools). From a security



and privacy perspective, the first model is unacceptable, as
the OSN provider can both impersonate and decrypt mes-
sages. This model could spread a false sense of security
among users and would be deceptive towards the public if it
would be called E2EE.

If the OSN or a third party provides a tool that generates
the keys at the client-side, the code must be open source.
Otherwise, the user has to now trust the OSN application
generating the private keys and is as susceptible as the ear-
lier model. If the preferred model is one in which the OSN
also provides the E2EE application and it is open source,
then we would like to have a discussion on how the oversight
of this code will be organized and sustained throughout time
and what happens if this mode of oversight fails?

From a security engineering perspective, the less trust
users need to place on the OSN, the better. Yet the users ac-
tual perception may be different. A recent study [4] showed
that many users may be unaware of the security advantages
of open source code and independent developers, and that
they would more willingly trust a powerful and popular en-
tity such as Facebook. This may play a significant role in
the adoption of third party plugins, as users may not trust a
random bunch of developers. The participants of the study
further argued that even if these parties had good intentions,
they believed a powerful OSN provider such as Facebook is
more likely to be able to guarantee strong and robust secu-
rity mechanisms. Besides, the users stated, no third party
tool is likely to feature the same degree of integration and
reliability on the site.

We infer from the user study that OSNs can play an im-
portant role in “normalizing” E2EE by integrating it into
their main sites, making it easy to use, and assisting users’
with their mistakes [27]. If we want to make E2EE popular,
one way would be to make the protocols more convenient for
the “general” Internet user. For users not acquianted with
PGP like encryption, whose mental models are limited to
Facebook’s convenience oriented UX, this project may re-
quire loosening the classical E2EE model. For example, in
order to match users’ existing mental models, users should
be able to authenticate their communication partners in an
intuitive, fast and reliable way. This process should be sim-
ilar to verifying whether the people that send them friend
requests on Facebook are who they claim to be. But even
if these users may carefully verify the identity of the peo-
ple they communicate in the OSN, it will be a challenge to
design a simple mechanism with which users can recognize
man-in-the-middle attacks.

To ensure E2EE, the OSN provider should not have ac-
cess to users private keys and users should remain the sole
entity to access and control their private keys. However,
most users are not accustomed to handling private keys.
Users may lose their keys, e.g., by losing the device where
the keys are stored. Further, installing a plug-in on differ-
ent devices may require them to import the keys generated
upon first use. Saving and importing the private key can be
done by automatically encrypting and uploading the key to
the OSN (or a storage service) encrypted with a password.
However, users typically choose insecure passwords [2] and
tend to forget them [11], often suffering no consequences
(as OSN users have been taught to take password recovery
for granted). Another alternative would be to consider pro-
tocols that support multiple keys. But even with multiple

keys, users would not be able to access content with newly
generated keys if there is no server in the middle [16].

In order to address problems with passwords, secure pass-
word managers may have to be integrated to manage (mul-
tiple) keys across devices [12]. In any case, a precondition of
any of these models would be to have developers and manu-
facturers dedicating resources to developing mechanisms for
storing and importing private keys securely on mobile de-
vices.

Further, data recovery may be implemented independently
of key recovery. Most of the data uploaded to social networks
is shared with others. Therefore, even if a user forgets or
loses her password/private key, friends’ copies of these data
can be considered as way to recover these data. Tracking
issues with such data recovery models would also have to be
considered, if OSNs would play a role in implementing such
a feature. Finally, if E2EE is not the default, users should
be made perfectly aware of when E2EE is on or off.

If we would take an optimistic position, we could argue
that not only can OSNs technically support the integration
of E2EE to their platforms, but they could also promote the
use of E2EE and contribute to its normalization among a
greater set of users. In order to reach this goal, the ”classi-
cal” model of the E2EE UX can be loosened to better match
the existing UX of users on OSNs, e.g., by stating that keys
can be stored on multiple devices some of which have bad se-
curity track records, by storing private keys in an encrypted
repository, or introducing mechanisms to reover encrypted
data from other users. None of these solutions should how-
ever come at the price of giving access to private keys in the
clear to an OSN or other third party.

If we would take a skeptical position, we could say that
there is no good way to solve the E2EE problem that bal-
ances convenience with security in a way that does not re-
quire greater trust in the centralized OSN. Even if the OSN
is only in a supporter role, should, for example, OSNs pro-
mote certain third-party E2EE applications over others? If
so, according to which criteria? And, wouldn’t OSNs height-
ened role in providing E2EE on OSNs contradict our original
goal to provide users with the ability to negotiate trust with
OSNs? We are also not sure if, given the convenience vs.
security argument, and the communication culture based on
the UX of OSNs, E2EE can be implemented without com-
promising the aspired security properties. In fact, given the
way in which threat models change with a centralized OSN
in the middle, decentralization of OSNs may have to be a
precondition for implementing E2EE with the objective of
distributing trust and better protecting user data in OSNs.

To further substantiate both perspectives, and to discover
other viewpoints, is what we hope to do in the future. While
we have not covered all possible models of integrating E2EE
into centralized OSNs and our threat models are incomplete
sketches, we hope that this paper will allow us to discuss
more systematically the matter at hand.
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